


What is Matter



Physical Properties
s One way to describe matter is to 

list its physical properties.

s A physical property is something 
you can measure or observe about 
matter without changing its identify.

s Describing physical properties helps tell what matter 
is like.

s Many physical properties can be observed simply by 
using your senses: color, odor, taste, shape, and 
texture (touch).



Physical Properties

s The table below summarizes many of the physical 
properties of a frozen fruit pop.

Property Fruit Pop

color red

taste Sweet

odor Fruity

size 4 in x 2 in. x 1 in.

shape Rectangular

texture Smooth

hardness Brittle (breaks easily)

mass 3 oz

physical state solid



Physical Properties



Physical Properties

s Other physical properties depend on how matter 
behaves or acts under certain conditions.

s Magnetism is a physical property that describes how 
an object reacts to a magnetic field.

s A magnet is an object that produces 
its own magnetic field.

s Objects that are magnetic are 
attracted to a magnet.



Magnetism



Physical Properties

s Yet another physical property is malleability.

s Malleability is a measure of how easily the shape of a 
substance can be changed when it is hammered or bent.

s Gold and lead are malleable. 

s They can be pressed into thin sheets without breaking.

s A substance that is not malleable, like glass, is brittle or 
may break easily.



Measuring Matter

s The International System of Units (SI or metric) is 
used in fields relating to science and industry.

s In science class, you will use metric units of 
measurement.



Measuring Matter

s Some properties of matter can be measured using 
tools.

Physical Properties That Can Be Measured

Property Tool Measurement Units

Temperature Thermometer °C (°F)

Length or distance Ruler, meterstick m (in.), mm (ft.), km (mi)

Volume Graduated cylinder, 
ruler

Cm3 (in3), L (ft3), mL (oz)



Measuring Matter

s An object’s volume is the amount of space it takes 
up.

s Volumes of liquids and powders are measured with 
measuring cups and graduated cylinders.

s These tools measure volumes in liters (L) 
or milliliters (mL).



Measuring Matter

s You can find the volume of a block of wood by 
multiplying its length, width, and height.

s The product is the volume of this regular solid.

s You can find the volume of irregular solids by 
measuring the displacement of water.

s This refers to placing the object 
in a liquid and measuring the 
difference in the liquid’s 
volume.



Measuring Matter
s Think about the properties you can observe or 

measure. 

s Some physical properties depend on the amount of 
matter in the sample you are studying.

s Mass and volume are example of these kinds of 
properties. 

s While all matter has mass 
and volume, they cannot 
be used to identify a 
specific sample.



Measuring Matter

s Other physical properties of 
matter do not depend on the 
size of the sample.

s They are properties of a 
particular kind of matter.

s They help you tell one kind of matter from another.



Measuring Matter

s Some properties of different kinds of matter are 
listed in the chart.

Physical Property Example Property of Element or 
Compound

color sulfur yellow

density silver 9.3 g/cm3 (5.4 oz/in3)

melting point ice from water 0°C (23°F)

boiling point water 100°C (212°F)



Measuring Matter


